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Important 

About These Release Notes 
This is a public production release. This document contains a review of the newest features and latest 

modifications for My Vision Express Version 2014 – Build 141215.  

Upgrading to Build 141215 
The upgrade to My Vision Express Version 2014 - Build 141215 from previous versions implies a series of 

changes outlined in these Release Notes. Read this document thoroughly and understand how these 

changes will affect your usage of the software and your practice in general. 

Contact the My Vision Express support team for help during the upgrade process at 877-882-7456 

(Option 3).  

Internet Connection Required 
An Internet connection is required to run the application. The software periodically performs a license 

check that would fail without Internet connectivity. Many features of the software require Internet access 

as well. If you are an eligible professional, some of these are required to qualify for “meaningful use” of 

certified EHR technology under the incentive programs for Medicare/Medicaid.
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New Features 

Split View & Header Filters 
A couple of changes were done to data grids throughout the software to facilitate your work: 

 Use split views when grids are too large horizontally and scrolling prevents you from seen all the data
columns that you need. Watch the following video for additional info: http://youtu.be/XOcvG9xY5Bw

 Use header filters to sort and perform advanced filtering of your data columns. See the following
video for more info: http://youtu.be/6p9oRyVs9pg

Changes in Batch Payment Workflow 

Building Your Batch 

Go to File > Batch > Payments. There are two different ways for you to build the list of orders (batch) to 

be paid: 

 You can search for the orders, and/or

 Add the orders by number.

Search Order Method 

This method allows you to search using the comprehensive the criteria listed in the Search Order area. 

Bear in mind that every time that you change the search criteria and click the Orders Search button, the 

list or orders displayed will be replaced with the newest search results. To use this method: 

1. From the Insurance drop-down menu, select the Insurance Company for which you are posting

the check.

2. Tick the checkbox for Insurance balance. (If you do not tick this check box, the Order Search will

bring in orders that have a $0 balance due from insurance).

3. Click the Orders Search button.

http://youtu.be/XOcvG9xY5Bw
http://youtu.be/6p9oRyVs9pg
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This will populate a list of orders that have an open insurance balance (negative or positive) for the 

insurance company that you selected. You can use the list as is and ignore any of the orders that are on 

the list but not on your EOB or you can go through the list and use the DELETE ORDER button at the 

bottom of the screen to remove them from the batch.  

Add Order Method 

This method allows you to add to your batch the just the orders in the EOB. When you add orders in this 

fashion, the existing list of orders is not cleared. 
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1. Click the Magnifying Glass Icon. The Search Order screen will appear

2. Search for the patient orders that are on your EOB by any of the search criteria shown at the top

of the screen. Try searching by patient name or by Insurance Company.

3. Click the Search button

4. Select (by single clicking on) all of the orders that are on your EOB. This is a multi-select list, so

you can click on and highlight as many orders as you need.

5. Click on the Select button to bring those orders into the Batch Payments screen. Repeat the

process if you left an order out. When you click the Select button, your order will be added to the

list you already created.
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6. Once your Batch list is created the way you want it, then enter Payment Details following the

instructions below:

Payment Details 

This area is used to record and validate your payment information: 

1. Make sure the Insurance radio button is selected in the payment details section.  (This is defaulted

and you would only select the patient radio button if you were making a payment from a patient.)

2. Enter or Select the Payment Date. Note that the date field will auto fill with the current date.

There is an option (Step 6) for adding the check/EFT date that may be different from posting date.

3. Select the appropriate Payment Method. If you select Check, the system will differentiate

between patient and insurance checks on your reports. If you select EFT (Electronic Funds

Transfer) those payment amounts will be listed under EFT on your reports. Any other payment

method will be grouped together with patient payments of that same method for reporting

purposes.

NOTE If you change the Posting Date to a past date you are also changing that days reports. 

4. Enter in the Payment Amount. Your check and your EOB amount may be different due to

provider level adjustments (PLB) or negative balance forward in the case of an insurance company

that provides materials and charges you a fee for that. You should enter the amount of the EOB in

the Payment Amount field so that you have enough payment dollars to post against your EOB

orders. There are instructions below for using the PLB/Adjustment portion of the batch payment

module to adjust off the amount of the payment you did not receive a check or EFT for.

NOTE If you are using multiple PM Systems or still have data on your previous System and your EOB has 

orders from both systems, you will have to go through your EOB and add up the Payment Amount from 

only the orders that are in and will be satisfied in My Vision Express. 

5. Enter the Check Number (optional) and the check Expiry date

6. Enter the Check Date (optional) This date will be for reference only and will not be included in

any financial reports

7. Select the Insurance Company from the drop down list that you are posting the payments from.

This will show on the payment screen in the order and in the Patient Profile Order History for this

order.

8. Leave a payment Note in this section. This will show on the Notes section in the Modify payment

box on every order that is in this batch.
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TIP This is a good place to leave a note if you have a way of referencing your batches or EOBS that there 

are not fields in the Payment Details to represent. 

9. The Payment Location will fill in with the location you are logged into. You should log in to the

location that the payment is physically at. You DO NOT need to change the location to the order

location. The order locations Aged Receivables will be satisfied even when the payment was made

from an alternate location.

Posting Your Batch Payments  

Once you have created your batch list and added your payment details you can begin posting and 

allocating payments to their respective orders. 

Provider Level Balancing (PLB) 

Record and adjust off any negative balance forwards and/or record payments when no check has been 

issued because of negative balance forwards, Provider Level Adjustments from the insurance company, or 

for any other of the many reasons your EOB payments do not match the check or EFT amounts. 

1. Verify that you have posted the entire Amount to the orders on your EOB by making sure the 
Unapplied amount is 0.00. The PLB button will be hidden until you have posted all of your 
EOB payments and have an Unapplied amount of 0.00.

2. Click the PLB button.
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3. Pick the reason for your PLB from the Reason drop-down field.

4. Enter the dollar Amount to adjust.

5. Enter Notes for your reference. These notes are optional and will only be seen when access the

PLB screen for this specific batch.
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NOTE When you enter the PLB screen a new PLB line will be automatically added for you. The fields for 

Location, Date and Payment Method will be auto populated for you with information pulled from the 

Payment Details section of the Batch. These fields are locked and cannot be edited. 

6. Click the red X to close the PLB screen.

7. Click YES when prompted to save the changes. If you select NO at this prompt, the screen will

close and your changes will not be saved. If you select Cancel, the screen open and you may

continue adding or editing your PLBs.

NOTE If you have more than one PLB reason for this EOB, you can use the ADD button to insert additional 

lines and the Delete button to remove any insertions you do not want to keep. The PLB can be modified 

at any time before you Apply payment. Once you click the Apply button in the batch screen the PLB and 

the payments can only be viewed, and can no longer be modified.    

8. Click APPLY to apply the payments you entered to their corresponding orders and to make the

PLB adjustments to your financial reports. You will get a prompt that says “Payments applied

successfully.” Click OK.

Day Sheet Report 

When you run a Day Sheet report (File > Reports > Order >Day Sheet): 

NOTE When you save a batch rather than applying it, your payments will not be posted but your PLB 
adjustment will be. This may result in the Day Sheet being off.  It is best to wait to enter your PLB 
adjustments until right before you are ready to apply your batch payments. If you have already entered the 
PLB and saved the Batch and your reports are now showing an incorrect Net Deposit, it will correct itself 
when you Apply your batch.    
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When to Use a PLB Adjustment 

No Check Issued 

You may receive an EOB with multiple positive or negative payments on it but there is no check issued 

since your account balance is in the negative (because of a negative balance forward or because your EOB 

consists mostly of chargebacks).  

You must enter the EOB total in the amount field but since the amount has not actually been paid to the 

insurance company, it is not appropriate to show the deduction of cash on your reports. 

Example No. 1 
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EOB AMOUNT: This is the total amount of all the payments for patients on your EOB. You should enter 

this amount in the Amount field in the Payment Details in your batch. 

PREVIOUS BALANCE FORWARD: This entry can be ignored because it is coming from a previous EOB. 

NO CHECK ISSUED: Because the total for the EOB is in the negative, no check has been issued.  If you do 

not perform an adjustment using the PLB feature, then your day sheet deposits will show $122 less then 

what you actually collected in EFTs or Insurance checks. 

For the sample EOB above, your PLB adjustment should be a positive $122.00.  This will balance out 

the negative you entered in the AMOUNT field and give you a $0 deposit for this batch. 

Example No. 2 

EOB AMOUNT:  This is the total amount of all the payments for patients on your EOB. This is the amount 

you should enter in the Amount field in the Payment Details in your batch. 

PREVIOUS BALANCE FORWARD: This entry can be ignored because it is coming from a previous EOB. 

NO CHECK ISSUED: Because the total for the EOB is in the negative, no check has been issued.  If you do 

not perform an adjustment using the PLB feature, then your day sheet deposits will show $25 less then 

what you actually collected in EFTs or Insurance checks. 

For the example EOB above, your PLB adjustment should be a positive $25.00.  This will balance 

out the negative you entered in the AMOUNT field and give you a $0 deposit for this batch. 

NOTE  You will continue to ignore the previous balance forward and make a PLB adjustment for the EOB 

amount as long as there was NO CHECK RECEIVED 
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Check Issued 

Once a check is issued, whether or not it matches your EOB, you will record the total EOB amount in the 

AMOUNT field and do a negative PLB adjustment to correct your deposit.  

Example No. 1 

EOB AMOUNT:  This is the total amount of all the payments for patients on your EOB. This is the amount 

you should enter in the Amount field in the Payment Details in your batch 

PREVIOUS BALANCE FORWARD: Because this Previous Balance Forward is attached to an EOB that 

resulted in a positive Net Amount or a payment, you will enter this previous balance forward amount in 

your PLB before applying the Batch. 

CHECK ISSUED: Because the total for the EOB is positive a check for payment has been issued. If you do 

not perform an adjustment using the PLB feature, then your day sheet deposits will show $149.58 more 

than what you actually collected in EFTs or Insurance checks. 

For the example EOB above, your PLB adjustment should be a negative $149.58. This will balance 

out the amount you entered in the AMOUNT field and give you a $320.42 deposit for this batch. 

Total EOB Amount = $470.00 

Prev. Bal Forward = -$149.58 

Total Deposit = $320.42 

NOTE  If you receive a letter from the insurance company communicating that an adjustment has been 

made to your account, you can wait to receive an EOB before you apply the adjustment.  The letter is just 

to inform you that an adjustment has been made and the reason why.  You will see the adjustment mount 

added or subtracted on your next EOB, and you can adjust it off in the PLB for that EOB. 

NOTE  Once a batch is applied only the payment details (excluding the payment amount) can be 

modified. If the payment details are modified after applying, the PLB details will be modified to match. 
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Enhancements 

Daily Closing 

60003 You can now do daily closings by user. 

Exams & EHR 

62119 OD, OS, or OU will be assigned automatically to diagnoses that you select using the 

Available button in the exam's Assessment tab. 

66271 In Categories, the word "Lateral" was added to the Cover Test and Cover Test Value 

category group so that you can identify them better. 

67416 In Categories, an ellipsis button was added next to the Diagnosis Code column for Internal and 
External category groups. 

Insurance 

58947 Individual and batch claims now prompt you to update status, submitted flag, and submitted 

date upon submission or printing. 

Inventory 

54549 During physical counts, items that come up when you click the Fill Un-scanned Items button 

will be highlighted in yellow. 

60624 Order labels for the Distribution Center can now be modified through Customizer. 

65033 Added the lab, min/ max measurements, manufacturer, and returnable check box to Detail 

button of lens inventory when multiple lenses are selected.  

65331 Lab information can now imported when adding a new spectacle lens. 

65590 In the Inventory Item Details screen, frame information will include wholesale price (Group 

Cost) and (Active/Discontinued) status. 

http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/60003
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/62119
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/66271
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/67416
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/58947
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/54549
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/60624
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65033
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65331
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65590
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65591 When restoring deleted frames, you can now see their colors and measurements. 

Orders 

65046 A new option was added so that you can have the system do a proportional distribution of 

order discounts among the line items. 

Patient Engagement 

63534 Emails sent through Patient Communications are now viewable in the patient's Interactions 

tab with the "View" button. 

Reports 

54547 You can now look up a Physical Count transaction based on manufacturers/collections that it 

contains and see any notes you typed for it as you search. 

63338 Running the Employee Commissions report will now show you the patient name for each 

order on it. 

Setup 

62725 User ID, Password and password confirmation (Confirm) are now required fields to set up a 

new employee record. 

Other Enhancements 

61464 Your software license will be validated every 25 days. If a validation fails, you can continue to use 
MVE for 30 days to make any necessary adjustments. 

66614 A Refresh button has been added to the Manage Claims Module window so that you can update 
the information displayed on demand. 

http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65591
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65046
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63534
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/54547
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63338
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/62725
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/61464
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/66614
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Issues Resolved 

Batch 

63467 When you post an insurance batch payment, you will be required to select an insurance 

company. 

65055 Claim Status added to Batch Payment Order search options 

65165 Claim Status now saving for each order included in the batch screen. 

65273 Batch Payment will now save the date in the batch record when it is unlocked and modified. 

67365 Changing Location on a Locked Batch will update the Location and reflect the change on 

Reports 

Calendar 

44704 You can set up an appointment interaction as an alert. 

49784 When you print an order receipt or lab copy from the History tab of a patient's profile, only 

the order that you select is flagged to print (as opposed to all orders with the same date for 

that patient). 

62401 When you delete a recurring availability exception, the system will prompt you whether you 

want to delete the whole series or just the one instance selected. 

62403 An error that came up when you closed the Calendar window and logged off from MVE will 

no longer appear. 

62599 In the Calendar's Search Patient dialog, a checkbox was added to filter Active/Inactive 

patients. 

63788 Improvements and fixes were done to easily navigate between a calendar appointment and 

the patient's profile: 

- When you click in the SSN field, the cursor will default to the beginning of the field 

- Certain zip codes will not prompt an error message 

- If the "Patient Type" is a required field, it will not prevent you from going into the patient's 

profile to add it 

64103 "Pre-Appointment" has been changed to a system status so that it cannot be deleted or 

modified in the Categories section. 

64745 You can now enter hyphenated names with proper capitalization. 

http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63467
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65055
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65165
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65273
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/67365
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/44704
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/49784
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/62401
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/62403
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/62599
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63788
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/64103
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/64745
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64985 It is no longer necessary to move the cursor from month to day to year when entering a date. 

65039 Age now displays on Calendar Preview Tab. 

65041 Patient Tracker will Default to show all appointments (except canceled and rescheduled). 

65043 Addressed an issue where Patient Tracker Legend affecting Calendar 

65181 Calendar - Add New Patient - Ability to type Numbers in Name Fields. 

65204 Calendar (Cosmetic) - New Patient active label fully displayed. 

65586 When you switch locations in the Calendar, the availability color-coding refreshes 

automatically. 

65588 Patient balance is visible from the calendar appointment screen and patient search results. 

65589 Calendar now shows DOB on patient search where Age was. 

65600 Tab order of Calendar Patient Search made more logical. 

65627 MVE will now open the calendar in the location of the selected appointment instead of the 

logged in location. 

65753 Inactive Patients will show in yellow in the Calendar Patient search module. 

65755 Patient Add/Modify window will now open within the Calendar instead of going back to MVE. 

65831 While rescheduling an appointment, the doctor will be updated properly. 

67495 If you selected your language to be Spanish when logging into MVE, an error would come up 

when you tried to launch the Calendar. This error has been fixed. 

Checkout 

63633 You can now add miscellaneous inventory items -such as cases, cleaning solution, etc.- to the 

checkout screen directly. 

65047 Ability to Delete Credit Memo Sales, only from the checkout the credit memo was made in. 

65048 Credit Memo Sales will now have from/to Order numbers in the order history/summary. 

Exam & EHR 

60165 You will get a warning message if you try to transfer a contact lens Rx from the exam to the 

patient profile and the configuration in use was modified. 

49858 You can now hide the [Copy to CL screen] button in the Contacts tab of the exam through 

the company security settings. 

52158 When you work on the exam screen, prescriptions from prior exams will display with a darker 

gray background. 

54498 In exams, an alert will display when you select an insurance company that was set up with 

one. 

http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/64985
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65039
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65041
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65043
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65181
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65204
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65586
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65588
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65589
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65600
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65627
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65753
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65755
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65831
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/67495
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63633
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65047
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65048
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/60165
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/49858
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/52158
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/54498
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58683 If you use eprescribe, the top 10 prescriptions that you have used with DrFirst Rcopia during 

the last 40 days will come up in a list of favorites when adding a new Rx. 

63667 Columns in IOP report have been widened to improve readability. 

64843 Applying the modifier 50 will not change the quantity to "2". 

65066 A new company setting allows you to specify whether to update recalls automatically or not. 

65401 Corrected spelling of Continuous in complaint Tab. 

66173 Changing the sort order of Exam Templates will now update Existing Templates 

63910 Medications that you stop using the e-prescribing interface are now set to inactive in MVE. 

Insurance 

58722 Copays for contact lens evaluations will populate according to the authorization that you pull 

from Eyefinity/VSP. 

61191 A few improvements and fixes were done to facilitate your work with insurance fee 

schedules: 

- A new insurance pays formula was added to accommodate material allowances. 

- Frame fees apply properly now when the charge is less than the frame allowance or when 

using simple view. 

- Progressive lenses are correctly priced now when V2781 is combined with the base v-code. 

- Lens treatments, services and other item fees are now properly calculated when patient 

pays and insurance pays are both 0. 

- Negative amounts can now be entered for insurance pays in items that are not insurance-

supplied. 

61459 When you authorize using the Eyefinity/VSP integration, items that are not covered are 

priced correctly now. 

61696 Column names are no longer being cut off when you resize or apply a filter in the insurance 

fee schedule window. 

62680 When you reactivate an insurance plan, it will not automatically reactivate for every patient 

that had it assigned prior to deactivation. 

63332 When you see the details of an insurance order for bifocal/trifocal lenses, the description for 

the base code will not replace the description for the V2219 and V2319 codes. 

64967 A sporadic problem that caused data loss when you resized the Insurance Fee Schedule 

window has been fixed. 

61297 A fix was put in place for a problem that would prevent you from seeing the minimize, 

restore and close buttons in a claims window. 

62364 The material_allowance variable in fee schedule formulas calculates now based on the 

allowance that your order uses rather than the maximum allowance. 

http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/58683
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63667
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/64843
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65066
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/65401
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/66173
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63910
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/58722
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/61191
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/61459
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/61696
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/62680
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/63332
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/64967
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/61297
http://support.myvisionexpress.com/staff/index.php?/Tickets/Ticket/View/62364
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62426 Attempting to save a claim without a location selected throws the appropriate error message 

now. 

63340 Fee schedule will now properly calculate what the patient pays for lens treatments. 

63703 If the allowance is based on the wholesale cost of the frame, the remaining amount will go to 

Patient Pays instead of Discount. 

63707 The contact lens allowance amount will now be applied to a Fitting. 

63748 The VSP authorization will calculate the frame benefit correctly. 

64114 When importing insurance plan fee schedules, the "Error connecting with server" will no 

longer appear. 

64243 Enabling or disabling the Simple View option in the Insurance Company setup will not 

recalculate the fee schedules. 

64302 The allowance amount will be referenced for insurance supplied frame groups. 

64531 When the contact lens allowance type is "Exam, Fitting, & Contacts", the exam copay will not 

be applied to the order. 

64612 Large insurance groups can be created without an error or crashing. 

64642 Contact lenses that are not included in an insurance group will be charged to the patient 

instead of discounted. 

64678 If the frame retail allowance amount is greater than the frame retail price, it will not calculate 

a negative amount to the "Patient Pays" field. 

64791 Fee schedules that are created for a lens combining the V2781 code will not add a discount 

to the "Patient Pays" total. 

64802 Insurance groups created on the insurance plan level will not cause duplicate procedure 

codes. 

65052 Physician Medicare number field updated to accommodate Medicare changes. 

65300 Addressed an issue with Spectera Plans and PCP simple view related to Frame Calculations. 

65356 Addressed issue where Base Code for PAL groups not reacting on schedule as dictated in the 

fee schedule. 

65374 Updating the procedure code on an Other Item will Add/Remove it from the fee schedule. 

65398 The retail allowance was coming into the order incorrectly for Marchon/Altair frames. It was 

coming in as $130 instead of $150 

65470 Alberta Health Care - now allowing diagnosis of type vxx.x for billing. 

65612 Statements sent through MVE to Gateway are now viewable in the interactions tab. 

65631 When you are entering the insurance plans for the patient, the Sequence is calculated 

automatically; even when there are inactive plans that have been previously assigned. 

65713 Contact Lenses Insurance Supplied incorrect insurance pays calculation 

65726 Insert Default Frame Formulas when creating new Fee Schedules for Plans. 
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65729 User is now prompted to confirm contracted amount when contracted amount exceeds 

charge in the fee schedules. 

65988 When you post a custom split in the batch payment screen, if part of the balance is 

transferred to another insurance company, the write off amount will stay with the insurance 

originally used. 

66187 Batch Print Claims will not display claims with no charges. 

66198 Modifying Group information in the Fee Schedule window will remove the Old Group 

information. 

66265 Resizing the Fee schedule will no longer effect the contents window. 

66279 Changing the Insurance Company name on a saved Batch will Update the Insurance 

company for the payment record on that Order. 

Inventory 

60040 Markup formulas work properly now when rounding the rightmost positions of the retail 

price to a specific amount. 

62542 If you use the Distribution Center module, items from location POs will be delivered to the 

requesting locations directly rather than to the central warehouse. 

60728 Location retail price for frames can be cleared by using the Details button in the Frame 

Inventory Listing window. 

61739 In a physical count, items with a variance of 0 are not removed from the screen when you 

click Update On-Hand. 

62368 In the Spectacle Lens Inventory Listing window, you can now use the up/down arrow keys of 

your keyboard to scroll through the options in the Lens style, Material, and Color Code filters. 

63930 When you create a purchase order, you will be able to save it without adding any items to it. 

64763 In the Physical Counts window, the customer will now be prompted to exclude items with 

zero on-hand amount after clicking the "Fill Un-scanned Items" button. 

65258 Disable sorting on the Variance column for physical counts. 

65838 When you add a frame information from the Frames Data IDA service to an order directly, the 

retail price of it is defaulted based on your markup formulas. 

66153

67951

Spectacle Lens Inventory Listing now sorts Alphabetically by Material then Lens. 

Changes have been made to the Physical Counts Report and Screen.

Letters 

61571 A bug was fixed that caused letters to be lost when you were editing them or selecting 

another one from the Letters window. 
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62193 If you are an MVE Cloud user, your letters can now be saved to an accessible location in your 

local computer workstation. 

62454 A new Insert Picture button has been added to the letter window to add JPG, BMP, GIF and 

WMF graphics to your letters. 

65636 Addressed issue with Letters Extended Search displaying incorrect results. 

65758 All Letter Types - Header columns now all sortable. 

65927 Addressed an Issue with the Patient_Allergies Merge Field 

66108 The merge fields for patient medications will now populate again when you use them. 

Orders 

63355 The 241 Marketing Code now adjusts properly if the benefit pair is upgraded to be more 

expensive than the criteria pair. 

50605 Daily Closing by user.

61223 Spectacle lens notes are now included in electronic submissions to Labzilla labs. 

61391 Fields in the Order Frame dialog display correctly when you click the lower ellipsis button 

next to the Source field (only visible when Source is "Order") in the order screen. 

40300 You can now have Lens On Demand orders shipped to the patient if a home, cell or work 

telephone is specified in the patient profile. 

46543 Lab options are now consistent with the type of the order and the insurance that you select 

for it. 

51750 The Detailed Order Sales report was updated so that you can now see the Finishing Center 

setting for each order. 

51909 You now have the ability to default your receipt and lab copy printing options. 

52013 A new column (supplier_detailed_account) is available in Customizer to display the supplier 

account information for each location. 

52648 When you order a stock lens, the lab copy will clearly indicate so and will also have the lens 

diameter. 

55225 Charges will no longer double when modifying a lens.

59633 When you create a custom order type (through the Spectacle Lens Prescription Type in 

category group), it will be selectable from the order screen. 

59947 Eyefinity/VSP authorization patient pay percentages are now being applied correctly whether 

you price spectacle lenses individually or in pairs. 

60399 Line item discount type is no longer nullable which prevents an issue from happening when 

the discount is combined with insurance. 

60709 Orders on hold cannot be added to a pick ticket in the Distribution Center module. 
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61822 When looking at orders (in summary view) from the History tab of the patient screen, what 

used to be the Payments column is now two separate columns: Pat. Payments and Ins. 

Payments. 

61995 When a configuration is not available for a trial contacts prescription that you are filling, the 

system will prompt you to order the retail lens instead. 

62510 The option to specify the supplier order details for a frame will only appear when you set the 

frame Source to "Order" during a sale. 

62645 A fix was implemented for an issue that prevented you salvaging both spectacle lenses in a 

pair at no charge through an after sales transaction. 

62658 When you post two payments to an order -using the same date, method and amount- the 

patient receipt displays both of them now. 

62918 When you use frame_wholesale_allowance in a fee schedule formula, it will be set to the 

wholesale allowance (if one is specified) unless it exceeds the frame's group cost; in which 

case it will be set to the retail allowance. 

63356 When you return a discounted order, the reversed marketing discount transaction will no 

longer be off by 1 penny. 

63586 The After Sales Wizard no longer allows you to select price quotes. 

63892 When selecting Spectacle Lens Order from Vision Rx tab, you will no longer get an error message. 

63951 If a spectacle lens is deleted from inventory, it will not affect the Rx information on an order 

containing that lens. 

64269 You can now charge for multiple services to an insurance sale using the Add button in the 

Order window and the proper procedure codes will come up. 

64289 When you apply marketing discounts to orders, they will be allocated without 1-cent 

rounding discrepancies. 

64488 It is now possible to allocate a refund to a specific line item without using the Checkout 

Module. 

65060 Order Status Update - Added Patient phone number directly after the patient name 

65062 When you return an item directly on the sales order, the spin control to enter the quantity 

returned can now handle negative amounts. 

65168 Insurance gap correction for lenses and other type items. 

65389 Entering an order on checkout and selecting the patient will now save to the patient history. 

65469 Quick Order - Diagnosis will display in red when required 

65504 Marketing code accounting for Tax will use the tax rate assigned. 

65547 Addressed fee schedule not calculating for Prism Grid 

65593 Histories are now available for frame Source and Finishing Ctr changes. 

65615 Order status is showing 0- This is keeping the order from being pulled into the batch 

payment screen 
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66091 If the configuration that you use when creating a CL Rx does not have Sph, Cyl, Axis, Add and 

Multifocal values; then trying to fill it into an order will use the values that you manually 

typed. 

66259 Material allowance will not apply in contact lens orders. 

66693 Insurance Changes for the Order Window. 

67020 OHIP - Added the ability to change an item that has a rejection payment record. 

67367 A fix was implemented so that when you change the insurance company on a batch payment, 

the write off transaction displays the name of the new insurance. 

Patients 

67053 Switching users will now clear the previous users messages 

52342 The name of employees that print statements, letters, and prescriptions will be recorded with 

the corresponding interactions in your database. 

64384 In the Files tab of the Patient Profile, you can now browse for a document from the View 

window. 

65623 (+) Sphere Power now showing correctly on lab copy. 

Reports 

58512 Two sources of discrepancies when you ran a Procedure Code Report were fixed: returns will 

now come up as negative amounts and orders with a duplicate Rx will be taken into 

consideration now. 

62705 In the Payments by Payment Date report, an error that came up when you selected a 

physician was fixed. 

63769 Payments by Payment Date Report will no longer display a database error message. 

Setup 

56262 A confirmation prompt will be displayed if you try to apply restricted access settings to the 

Global Security group. 

62107 If you use the DVI RxWizard, the list of codes to send your lab orders electronically has been 

updated. 

65107 Category Setup Issues 

65721 Include Taxes in Claims checkbox in insurance plan setup window will be defaulted to 

unchecked when creating a new plan. 
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Other Fixes 

50274 A new employee message status ("Completed for Group") allows you to close a task for all its 

recipients. 

60251 You can now see totals for the Retail price and Write Off Amount columns in the orders 

screen. 

60715 "E-mail to Patient" buttons were re-labeled to just "E-Mail". 

62121 A problem was fixed that caused your return of an order with a marketing discount of $0 

through After Sales to calculate a return discount incorrectly. 

64218 Using HELP > Feedback, you can create a ticket with MVE's Support Department without 

getting an error. 

64265 Sending Feedback from the Help option will not generate an error message. 

65133 When you run the Meaningful Use report, the explanation for Core 2, in Stage 2, will reflect 

the correct denominator. 

65202 Context-relevant help is now available. 

65523 VisionWeb RouteOne App window will stay minimized when processing for orders. 
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